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Roots of Rhythm World Drumming Teacher Workshop 2006
Lesson Plan for Chapter 5

Title Anansi the Spider – Exploring the Dondo through Storytelling)                 Chelsea Selvaggio 
         7/17/06
         Twinsburg, OH
Grade Category Early Childhood, Elementary (possibly Middle School)

Lesson Time 1 - 2 class periods (part of larger unit on Dondo & Ghana)

Goals 
Exploration of Dondo, use music to tell a story (folk tale)

Objectives 
Students will explore instrument sounds to tell story.
1. Work in groups to create short bits of composition to fit into story, using TUBS notation and  
  	non-traditional notation
2. Present work as a group
3. Retell story as a class using group created composition

Content Standards
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
3. Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.
4. Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines.
8. Understanding relationships between music, the other arts, and disciplines outside the arts.

Materials
1. Homemade Dondos & beaters
2. Copy of Anansi the Spider story (from the Asante people of Ghana - found on website 
    www.afro.com/children/myths/wisdom/intro.html) for Teacher to read from
• copies for groups (with sections to compose highlighted)
• for younger grades- on big poster form w/ space for notation
3. TUBS notation sheets (blank- p.81 ROR) for each group, with room for nontraditional notation    
    as well
4. Pencils!
5. ROR curriculum book & CD

Student Skill Level 
Students will have:  
1. Read through (listened to info from) Chapter 5
2. Worked with TUBS notation & nontraditional notation (shapes)
3. Experience using the 3 different patterns 123/ 123/ 123
4. Done some exploration of Dondo with guidance

Procedure
1. Ahead of time, highlight sections of the story (Anansi the spider, tall, tall tree, wrapped a cloth 
    around his waist, etc.) for which the students will be creating sound effects

2. Teacher read thru story of Anansi- then give brief explanation of Anansi as popular folk tale   
    figure in Africa, and this is a version from the Asante people of Ghana

3. Review 123 patterns & review notation

4. Explain procedure for Students a) assign group leader & split into groups
      a. Take dondos to group area
      b. Group leader picks up copies of story (w/sections to compose highlighted), notation sheet, 	and pencils
      c. Group leader reads highlighted sections
      d. Group members take turns exploring/presenting sounds & rhythms to fit their sections of 	the story
      e. Group leader notates chosen sounds/rhythms on notation sheet (use at least 1 in TUBS & 	1 in nontraditional)
      f. Group practices composed parts together

5. Have students go thru above procedure (give a time limit; 10 - 15 minutes)

6. Students return to seats w/groups

7. Teacher read thru highlighted sections-
    a. Teacher write first group’s notation on board (or on large copy)
    b. Group stands & presents their composition pieces- leader points to notation
    c. Class echoes while leader points to notation
    d. Repeat for each group

8. Ready for class performance! Teacher reads through story & points to notation as it comes up    
    in the story as all class performs the practiced rhythms/sounds- Repeat! (try without pointing)

Student Product 
Students will have a beautiful homemade Dondo, and awesome composition bits in TUBS & nontraditional notation

Assessment
The students will be evaluated in their written work and presentation to the class.

Reflection 
I think this lesson is a wonderful way to get students to think creatively and to use their dondos as a tool to tell a wonderful folk story. As far as getting materials, ask the parents! So many people have businesses that carry things you might need, or even the people themselves may save strange things like #10 cans!

Resources
ROR curriculum book & CD
	www.afro.com/children/myths/wisdom/intro.html for Anansi stories
	Could easily perform for other classes!
	Anansi the Spider is an awesome creature made of shapes! An art extension could be to create Anansi w/ cutout shapes(from colored paper), stencil shapes, sponge shapes (& paint), or even as computer art using kidpix!
	A literature extension could be to write a story with a “moral of the story” ending using Anansi.
	Dynamics & texture could be easily discussed & added in notation.
	Discuss the Adowa ensemble to bring in some more of the Ghanaian culture and create an ensemble for some of the highlighted sections- use several instruments to create family unit.
	Another extension could be to take the exploration of sound into viewing of movie/TV music- how would different music change the mood? Then have the students create their own effects to go with a story of their choosing.


(See Anansi the Spider story on next page)





Anansi the Spider (a story from the Asante people of Ghana)

Anansi the spider knew that he was not wise. He was very clever, and could outwit many different people, but he knew that he did not have very much wisdom. This bothered him a great deal, but he did not know what to do about it. 

Then one day he had a clever thought. "I know," he said to no one in particular, "if I can get all of the wisdom in the village and put it in a hollow gourd, I will be very wise indeed. In fact, I would be the wisest of all!" So he set out to find a suitable gourd and then began his journey to collect the village's wisdom. 

He went from door to door, asking everyone to give some of their wisdom. The people chuckled at poor Anansi, for they knew that of all the creatures, it was he that needed some wisdom the most. So each put a bit in his gourd and wished him well on his search. 

Soon Anansi's gourd was overflowing with wisdom and he could hold no more. He now needed to find a place to store it. "I am certainly the wisest person in the world now, but if I don't find a good hiding place for my wisdom I may surely lose it." 

He looked around and spotted a tall, tall tree. "Ah," he said to himself, "if I could hide my wisdom high in that tree, I would never have to worry about someone stealing it from me!" So Anansi set out to climb the towering tree. 

He first took a cloth band and tied it around his waist. Then he tied the heavy gourd to the front of his belly where it would be safe. 

As he began to climb, however, the gourd full of wisdom kept getting in the way. He tried and tried, but he could not make progress around it. 

Soon Anansi's youngest son walked by. "What are you doing Father?" asked the little spider. "I am climbing this tree with my gourd full of wisdom," Anansi replied. 

"But Father," said the son, "wouldn't it be much easier if you tied the gourd behind you instead of in front?" Anansi sat there quietly for a very long time before saying, "Shouldn't you be going home now?" 

The son skipped down the path and when he had disappeared, Anansi moved the gourd so that it was behind him and proceeded up the tree with no problems at all. 

When he had reached the top, he cried out, "I walked all over and collected so much wisdom that I am the wisest person ever, but still my baby son is wiser than me. Take back your wisdom!" He lifted the gourd high over his head and spilled its contents into the wind. The wisdom blew far and wide and settled across the land. And this is how wisdom came to the world.


